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INTRODUCTION

Preparing a patent application that wi}]

yield a strong paten"t with cOIJlInercial value

is a demanding art. The patent practitioner

nJust not only accurately idenLify the

client's "invention," but must describe it

and claim it in a manner that wiJ} produce

the broadest coverage and thwart the

inevitable validity challenge that will be

made if the patent is litigate~ This month,

we examine strategies for achieving these

objectives, focusing on the initial tasks of

understanding the invention, preparing an

initial set of preliminary claims, and begin

ning to draft the specification. Next month,

we wiJl continue to discuss preparing the

specification. "\\'e wi]} also discuss con

structing a final claim set and strategically

using continual ion applications.

To" obtain strong, valuable patents, thc

practitioner needs to put himself or herself

in three roles. First, put on the hat of the

competi tive engineer/designer! developer. '10

obtain broad protection, the invention and

prior art must be sufficiently understood to
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enVJsJOn modifications and design-arounds

that fan within the inventive concept.

Second, put on the hat of a defendant in

a future infringement suit. Should tIle

patcnt be litigated, defendants will look for

anything in the specification and file his

tory that can be used to limit the claims.

Unfortunately, there is a great deal of ten
sion in the canons of claim construction,

adding uncertainty as to how the claims will

ultimately be construed. To bettcr ensure a

strong patent, "test-drive" the cbims and

specification by considering Ihe possible

w·ays a defendant may try to limit the scope
of the claims.

Third, put on the hat of a judge or juror

in a future infringement suit. Claim terms

must be readily understandable. It is criti

cal to condense complex technology into

understandable terms with clear explana

tions in the specification.

\Vith these broad goaJs in mind, set forth

below are some specific recommendations

for preparing patent applications.

UNDERSTAND THE IIINVENTION"

The first task is to identify and under

stand "the invention," i.e. what is novel
and non-obvious about what Ihe client has

created. 5t11l1 with the inventor. Obtain a

thorough understanding of how any difler
ent embodiments work and what their eon

stitue;1t elements are: -After receiving an

invention disclosure, ask questions to clar

ify what is disclosed or investigate other

possible invention embodiments that may

or may not have been disclosed. Also, con
firm with the inventor that the disclosed

invention is the best mode known for prac

ticing the invention. The specifie embodi

ments or examples are good sources of

information regarding the best mode.

'It) understand the "invention," you rnust

understand the prior art. '10 get the process
started, ask the inventor what he or she
thinks is ne,\' about the invention. Inventors

may not be aware of all the prior art, but

they will likely have a sufficient under-
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standing to provide some guidance as 10 the

important aspects of their work "which rnay

be patentable.

Next, assulning that you have the bene

fit of having conducted a prior art search,

study the prior art carefully, noting how the

rderences operate and how they differ from

your client's invcntion. This will crystallize

the non;} and non-olwious aspects of your

client's invention which distinguish it over

the prior art. Identify the key references

that hear the strongest simibrity to yom

client's invention. '''-ou will want to test your

claims against these references to make

sure lhat the references do not anticipate

them or render them obvious. Also, ask the

inventor how he or she distinguishes the

invention from the prior art.

BE ORGANIZED

After studying the client's invcntion and

embodiments, make surc to prepare as

many drawings as arc necessary to dearly
illustrate rhe il1\"ention. For each emhodi

ment, prepare drawings that show each cle

ment that will nppear in the claims. The

drawings wi}) then provide you with a struc

ture for orgnnizing the presentution of the

invention in the written description. Assign
clement nmnbers to ench element that is

described and illustrated. A good practice
is to start with the numeral 10 and continue

using increments of two, e.g., 12, 14, 16.

This provides you with l1exibiljty to use the

unassigned odd numbers in the event you
later "wish to add another element.

PREPARE AN INITIAL SET OF

PRELIMINARY CLAIMS

Once you have a finn grasp of the novel
and non-obvious featlnes of the client's

invention, prepare one or two independent

claims reciting only those essential fea

tures. The goal here is to develop prelimi

nary claims to guide you in drafting the

specification, after which a detailed claim

set will be prepared.
Since these initial cJaims recite only

essential features, they should represent

the "core" embodiment of the invention.

,"'\lith the first couple of claims complete,

prepare other claims dependent from the

independent claims and add further el('
merds or features that elaborate on or fur

ther specify the nature of the elements

recited in the independent claims.



PREPARE THE SPECIFICATION

Keep the Background Brief

The Background of the Invention should

only contain a general recitation of the cur

rent state of the technology at issue. It

should not discuss anyone prior art refer

ence. Anything more may provide future

defendants with ammunition for limiting

claim scope or invalidating the patent.

The Background section can be used to

provide information for rebutting obvious

ness rejections during prosecution, e.g. by

describing the deficiencies in the prior art
which the invention overcomes. "\Ve do not

recommend this approach. For years, it was

common practice for the Background to

include a comprehensive disclosure of the
state of the art and to include comments

about the deficiencies in specific refer

ences. However~ the Patent Office and the

Courts may use those statements as admis

sions of unpatentability of the claims. For

example, in In re Nomiya~ 509 F.2d 566

(C.C.P.A. 1975), the Court of Customs and

Patent Appeals considered the Patent

Office's rejection of the applicants' claims

based on two figures which were labeled as

"prior art" in the subject patent application
and held:

We see no reason why appeJIant's

representation in their application

should not be accepted at face value

as admissions that Figs. 1 and 2 may

be considered "prior art" for any pur

pose, including use as evidence of

obviousness under § 103.

ld. at 570-571.

A rdated issue concerns recltmg

"objects of the invention" in the specifica
tion. These should be avoided or minimized

because defendants will argue that they are

clajm. limitations, and that any accused

devices not fulfiHing those fu~tionsare not
encompassed by the claims. Defendants

may also attempt to use such statements to

limit the scope of equivalents under the

doctrine of equivalents. For example, in
Vehicular Tech. Corp. v. Titan Wheel

Intern., Inc., 141 F.3d 1084 (Fed. Cil:

1998), the Federal Circuit reviewed the

District Court's grant of a preliminary

injunction against a defendant accused of

infringing a patent directed to automotive

locking differentials. In the specification,

the patent "announee[d] a function desired

by the patentee, namely, a spring back-up."
ld. at 1091. The Federal Circuit held that

the accused device's inability to perform

that function "strongly suggest[s] that the
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[defendant's] stmcture is more than insub

stantia]]y different from the claimed spring

assembly," rendering it non-equivalent. Id.
at 109l.

The Background of the Invention can be

useful in providing a judge or jury with an

understanding of the context of the inven

tion and its importance in the evolution of

the subject technology. Although we do not

recommend doing so, it can be used to pre

empt or rebut an obviousness rejection dur

ing prosecution. In any event~ it must be

carefu}]y drafted to minimize the likelihood

that it will be used to limit the scope of the
claims.

Describe Known and Foreseeable

Alternatives

Here, the practitioner wiH put on the

competitor's hat and 11)' to envision alterna

tive ways of practicing the client's inven

tion. The goal is to prevent design-arounds

or other slight modifications that fall within

the scope of the client's inventive concept.

An invention wiH often depend on the

use of a particular type of element or fea

ture that is described in the specification. If

there are other types of elements or features

that can be substituted to perform the same

task, it is important to describe them in the

specification-and as further discussed
below-to recite them in the claims. This is

especially true for me.ans-plus-function

claiming under 35 U.S.C. § 112, 11 6

because "Literal infringement of a § 112 11

6 claim requires that the accused device

perform the identical function and be iden

tical or equivalent to the corresponding

structure in the specification." Lockheed

Martin Corp. v. SQace Systems/Lorat Inc.,

324 F.3d 1308, 1320 (Feci. Cil: 2003). For

example, if an invention element is a mov

able member, the claims recite a means for

moving the member,· and the written

description identifies a hinge as the only

type of means for moving the member, then
the claims will be limited to a structure

which is identical or cquivalent to lhat of a

hinge.

Use Clear and Concise Language

In drafting the written description, it is

important to 'use words consis"tently

throughout. It is also important that the
words and terms used to describe the

invention elements and/or features have a

clear and unambiguous meaning. Any

ambiguity could result in the claims being
indefinite. Moreover, under the canons of

claim construction, courts can resort to the
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specification to resolve ambiguities,

increasing the possibility that the claims

will be limited to a preferred embodiment.

If there is any doubt about the meaning
of a claim term, include its definition in the

written description. Feel free to cite a tech

nical article or dictionary for the definition;

however, consider a broad functional defin

ition. If the term only has meaning in a par
ticular technical field at issue, make sure to

disclose that fact in the written description

as well. Keep in mind that "the pat~ntee's

lexicography must, of course, appear with

reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and pre

cision." Abbott Laboratories v. Syntron

Bioresearch. Inc., 3.34 f3d 1343, 1354

(Fed. Cir. 2003) (citations omitted).

Otherwise~ the patentee~s proffered defini

tion of a term may be tnnnped by its "ordi

nary meaning." Id. at ]355.

Explore the Operable Range of Numerical

Parameters

If the invention includes an element that

is novel by virtue of a numerical parameter,

be sure to fuUy describe the operable range

of the parameter. This will reduce the like

lihood that a would-be infringer will obtain
a claim construction that limits the claims

to a specific numerical value or an overly

narrow range. First, describe a broad range

that encompasses the operable limits of the

invention without encompassing the prior
art. Second~ describe a narrower numerical

range that captures preferred embodiments

of the invention. And, Third, describe a

narrowest numerical range that captures a

most preferred embodiment. If there is any

doubt, the specification should also
describe how to measure the numerical

parameter. .

If you will be relying on the numerical

range to support the patentability of the

invention, you may need to describe the

benefits of the specified ranges over the

prior art: Inventions that rely on numerical
ranges are frequently rejected as obvious

matters of "routine optimization" which are

not sufficiently inventive to render an
invention non-obvious.· If the imporlance of

the range is not stated in the application,

you may have to submit a declaration dur

ing prosecution to establish that the ranges

produced unexpected results beyond those

'",hich would be expected by routine opti

mization. ~

Next month: more on the specification, con

structing afinal claim set, and strategicall)'

using continuation applications.
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tnethod claims wiH not be limited by prose

cutiun history estoppel. The greater the

variely of ::;tatutory classes that are used, the

more likely it is that some of the elaims will

J>e allowed without amendment.

Third, using the various statutory

classes enables you to more easily larget

the different classes of infringers, e,g.,

manufacturers and end users. End users

will be Ihe direct infringers of method of

use claims. Manufacturers will be Ihe

direct infringers of claims directed to meth

ods of making the apparatus. Both the end

users and manufacturers will Ix: direct

infringers of apparatus claims. \,ihile a

manufacturer may be held liable fur con

triJ)utorily infringing or actively inducing

the infringement of a method of llse claim,

it is preferable to have claims that will

enable YOll 10 proceed against the manufac

tllrer as a direct infringcl: This avoids hav

ing to establish the additional elements of

proof needed to estahlish contributory

infringement or inducement beyond those

required to establish direct infringement.

It is important to be mindful of the "all

elements" rule of patent infringement, i.e.,

for a person to infringe a patent he or she

must practice each element-either liter

alJy or by equivalents-recited in the

claims. If possible, specify the claim ele

ments such that only one potential

infringer's actions will be required to per

form all of the n~cited elements. Ideally,

anyone claim should not require the
actions of more than one individual or

entity to perform all of its elements.

Otherwise, YOll may not be able to prove

that anyone individual or entity directly

infringes the patent.

Add Claims of Varying Scoper Including a
"Picture Claim"

For puq)Oses of prosecution, it is desir

able to include a number of cJaim group

ings, eaeh having a broad independent

claim and a number of dependent claims.

Ideally, the independent claims in each

group should be of differing hreadth. It is

also desirable to ensure that none of the

independent claims in one grouping are

effectively dup1icated by the dependent

claims in another grouping. };or example, a

patent application may 1ncJude three inde

pendent claims, each with its ovm set of

dependent claims. Although it need not be,

Claim I is typically the Lroadcst indepen

dent claim, with tbe remaining independent

claims having decreasing breadth.

CONSTRUCT A FINAL

COMPREHENSIVE CLAIM SET

Identify Your Potential In/ringers and Use

the Various Statutory Classes of Claims

In constructing a comprehensive claim

seL idenlify the appropriate statutory

classes of claims, i.e., process, composi

tion, apparatus, artiele of manufacture that

should be drafted. Where possible, claim

the invcntion using IntIltiple slatutory

cJasscs. There arc at least three benefits of

doing so. First, Esing mull i pie statutory

classes provid(:s a hedge against a possible

invalidity altack. For example, if your ellent

has developed a new apparatus, it may he

possible to draft elairns directed to the

apparatus, methods of using the apparatus,

and methods of rnaking the apparatus. In

the event that prior art is later discovered

which discloses the apparatus, the methods

of using or making it may nevertheless be
novel and non-obvious.

Second, using multiple statu lory classes

may avoid the need for claim amendments

that give l:ise 10 prosecution history estop

pel. For example, if the examiner asserts

prior art that discloses your client's appara

tus but not its method of using the appara

tus, the method claims may be allowed

without amendment, In that event, the range

of equivalents available for the allowed

has been provided by Ihe inventors, you

can disclose Iheorcl iea] examples.

Jlowever, it isirnportant not to suggest tlwt

you are using actual data because such a

rnisleading suggc::ition could result 111 a

charge of inequitable conducl.Make slIrc

that the specification uses the present tense

and .!.!Qlthe past If.'nse for "hypothetical" or

"prophetic" examples. See HolTman-La

Hoche. Inc., :~23 E3d ] ;)54, ] 363- L:i(}B

(Fed. Cir. 200:,) (aHirming holding of

inequitable conduct based on patent-in

suil's description of hypothet1caJ experi

mental result;; in the past tense). Aiso,

confirm that thc specification includes suf

ficient discJosurc so that the patentee will

not be accused of failing to disclose essen

tial information relevant to the utility and

workings of the invention.
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PREPARE THE SPECIFICATION (continued)

Provide Examples

The use of examples is not necessary but

may be a convenient way to provide the

invent ion's best rnode. In addition, a num

ber of foreign countries require the written

description and claims to recite a working

embodimcnt of the invention. In such coun

tries, examples in the specification arc

deferred to for purposes of examining the

patent application. When using examples,

it is important to ensure that the examples
conform to the claims and remainder of

specification. For example, if the claims

recite a particular numerical range of an

ingredient or variable, all of the examples
should disclose invention embodiments

that fall within that range. If no actual data

ast month, 'we began our discussion of

patent drafting strategies by focusing

on the initial tasks of understanding the

invention, pre-paring an initial set of prelim

inary c1airns, and drafting the specification.

This month, \ve continue ollr discussion of

specification strategies anrl examine 5trnte

gics for constructing a finaJ claim set and

usiug continuation appJications.
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Your hroadest claim should recite tlJC

"core" elements of the client's inYf'ntion.

Your broadest claim s!!\Iuld also dt"scribe

the invention in the barest form possihle to

he novel and non-olJvious over the prior art.

Consult the key prior art references th;1I

you identified previously to enSllre that the

broad claim dnes not read on any of them.

This clainl, if aJlowf:d, should provide your

chcnt with the greatest SCOpf~ of patent pro

tection. The claims depending from it will
recite other elements or features, or further
describe the dements wcitf'd in the inde

pemlent claim. These claims can then be

relied upon if needed during prosecution to

overcome a prior arl rejection. The claims

in the otlwr groupings are related in the

same '.vay, but their n~spective independent

claims are narrower in scope.

In view of testo Corp. v. Shoketsu

Kozoku Kogyo Kanushiki Co., 535 US
722,122 S.Ct . .1831 (2002), it is also desir

able include a "picture claim," i.e., an

independent claim that is narrowly tailorpd

to cover a preferred f:mh.)flirnent of the

invention. Such ;1 claim may include a
number of clements or features that art~

each novel or J1onohvious. Thus, it nece~

sarill' wi!1 have ,,1high probability of heing

patentable over known prior art and allow

able by the Patent Office. Since, under
F'esto, an amendment made for a reason

substantially related to patentability is one

triggering prosecution Ilistory estoppd and
a total surrender of the territory between

the original and amended claim, a claim

thaI is cleanly aJJowerl 'without being

amended may uJtilnately capture a greater

landscape of products (through lis scope of

equivalents) than a claim that is literally

broadeJ~ but which has been rejected and

amended during prosecution.

There is no problem "with reciting many

independent claims. Although many practi

tioners in the past had concerns about the

cost of numerous independent claims. in

light of recent Federal Circuit opinions, for

the appropriate invention, particularly where

there are several novel elements, it generally

makes sense to have an independent claim
focused upon each novel element.

TEST THE CLAIMS

It is important to make sure that the
claims cover an disclosed and contem

plated embodiments to avoid surrendering
unclaimed but disclosed embodiments. Tn

Johnson & Tohnson Associates, Inc. v. H..E.

Service Co.. Inc., 285 f3d 1046 CFed. CiJ~

b

20(2) the Federal Circuit held thnt ernlJod

il!1f'IJts th~lt are disclosed and unclaimed

emnot be recaptured with the doctrine of

f~qulvalf.nts. Thus, it is important to enstm~

that tl\(,: literal SCOpf' of the cJairns covers
;I]] disclosed embodinwnts.

Ollt: strateg:y for ensurint; that an dis
closed embodiments are claimed is to use

"n!e;\I,s-plus-functinn" claiming. Under 35

U.S.C. § J 1:2, ~!6, e!enwlJls described with

means-plus-function tenninology will be

construed to en cOIn pass all stnlCtures in

the specjfication---and their struclural

cquival(~nts-which pcrform the clnimed

function. Thus, means-pIus-function claim

ing can be us"ed to define certain claim de

ments "with the specification, reducing the

possihility of unintentionally surrendering
disclosed ernhodirnent~.

Also, make sure that the c!aims cover

the clif-~nt's commercial product. Evidence

of commercial success of the product may

he necessary to establish non-obviousness,'

either during prosecution or litigation.

Unless the claims cover the product, you

wi 11likely not be :11>leto use evidence or its
sales to establish non-obviousnf~ss.

RE-EVALUATE THE SPECIFICATION

After drafting the final set of claims, re

evaluate the specification. There are two

important goals in perfolllling this review:

first, ensuring that the claims are ade

(Iuately supported in the specification, and

second, cnsurint; that the specification does

110tunduly limill.he scope of the claims.

A good way of ensuring that the claims

Me supported hy the specification is to take

the broadest (typically the first) claim

grouping and use it to fornl the Summary of

PrefelTecl Embodiments section of the spec<

ification. This practice t~nsures that the

invention is described in the specification
with a breadth Ihat is consistent with that

which is described in the claims,

In addition, make sure that the language

used to describe the invention in the spec

ification is consistent with the language

used in the claims. Would-be infringers will

look carefully at the specification to iden

tify the temlS that conespond to the claim

terms. If the specification terms have a

more restrictive meaning than the claim

tel111S,there is a greater likelihood that the

would-be infringer wil1 successfuJJy argue
that the claim term should be limited to the

more restrictive meaning. One way to
address this issue is to make sure that key
claim terms are recited verbatim in the
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specification. ][ mon~ rf'"triclive terms are

bel tel' suited to descril)ing thf: invention

than the claim term~, the specification

terms e<HI lw described as '·preferred." For

example, if the claims rt::cite "a first pnnel

connected to a second pane]," and the

specifieDtion descrilws the first panel as

"holted to" the second p~meL revise the

specification to state that '"the first panel is

connected 10 the sf'cnnd panel, preferably

I,)' a Ilull." This more clearly indicates that

a bolt is only a preferred connector and that

the claim scnp{~ should not be restricted to

bolted connection. Bunning this kind of

consistency check on the specification and

the abstract um help ensure broader claim

coverage in litigation.

KEEP A CONTINUATION

APPLICATION PENDING

Continuation applications provide e1l1

excellent way to exploit an invention's

evolving commercial potential. At the time

of drafting a patenl application, you and the
client will likely have a view as to "·,,hat is

commei·cially important about the inven

tion. That view should direct and focus your

cJaiming strategy. However. as the inven

tion is commercialized, you may find that
the commercial v:1lue of tlw invention lies

in features that were not the focus of the

original claims. Assuming that such fea

tures were discJosf:d in the origin.al appli
cation, a continuation application "will allow
you to draft new claim" directed to them

and also to cover competitor's products,

while still claiming priority rrom your orig

ina] application. But, do not keep the con

tinuation application pending too long.

Otherwise, the patent issuing from it may

be vulnerable to a claim of Lemelson pros
ecution history laches.

CONCLUSION

The preparation of a patent application

that will yield a strong, commercially valu

able patet1t is a chalJenging and iterative

process. We believe that the suggestions in

this article wil1 help focus your efforts

appropriately to meet that challenge and

enhance the value of patent portfolios.


